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Permanent workers vs. Contingent workers? 
-- On seniority wage in Japan 

 
M.Akahori 

 
 
Late 1990s, a curious agreement about wages appeared among three 

groups in Japan. It was the time when Neo-liberalism has appeared on a 
full scale in Japan. the specialists on social science, especially on labour 
economics can be divided into three groups. It is rough grouping, but it is 
useful to grasp the issue now and here. 

The first group takes intentionally employers’ side. They are now almost 
all neo-liberalists. The second group takes intentionally workers’ side. The 
third group mediates intentionally or accidentally between two sides. 

Naturally, the third group studies more the first group’s face than the 
second’s, then, historically and usually, the essential confrontation is 
between the first and the second. But now, the first and the second have 
agreed finally, so the first and the second are looking happy as well as 
uneasy and the third has lost grounds unfortunately. 

Of course, it is the second that conceded. Three groups have come to 
same conclusion to dispose of the seniority wage and to have advocated a 

wage based on job evaluation (職務給 shokumu-kyuu) and a pay for the 

performance (成果主義賃金 seikasyugi chingin). Their conclusion is as 

below, “the seniority wage is a wage based on personal qualifications and 
the seniority wage is against the principle of equal pay for equal work. A 
wage (for example, like a wage based on job evaluation or a pay by 
performance) must be on job content” and they say “today the essential 
confrontation is the permanent workers vs. contingent workers, not 
employers vs. employees. Let’s abolish the seniority”  

But I think the essence of seniority is giving up workers’ competing and 
realizing equality. Today I would like to introduce my opposition against 
this main stream conclusion of three groups, especially the second group.  

The second group misunderstood the seniority wage issue, as they look 
at the seniority wage which was diminished by the employers. Historically 
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Seniority wage itself was established by the labour movement right after 
World War II to protect employees. It is called Densan Wage. Densan wage 
system took leadership to secure workers conditions.  

Densan Wages was achieved by Labour Union, but not the employers. 
The wage system is called Densan wage (Densan was an electrical 
industrial union, not a company union). The second group overlook that 
Japanese seniority system was remarkable achievement of labour 
movement right after World War II . 

 
Densan wage provided same conditions that blue collar and white collar 

must get same wage if they are same age. And Densan wages provided men 
and women must get same wage if they are same age. And the seniority 
wage rose up to age  40 years old, and after 41 years old, a wage profile 
was flat. Densan wage system was the great achievement, which was 
achieved in, what is called, "revolutionary situation". 

 The second group criticise Japanese seniority wage causes of wage 
differential between men and women. They say seniority wage is not 
beneficial for women. Additionally, weaker position of contingent young 
worker is becoming the big social problem. Nothing to say, this problem at 
the same time indicates that social security system of Japan is not working 
well. 

Let’s summarize the problems. First, permanent women worker has not 
suicient seniority benefit, because seniority has been made weaker by 
employers. Densan wage did not admit assessments (pay based on 
performance is only 3% in the whole sum). 

Once assessments by employers have been introduced, women workers 
who take charge of housework and child rearing are put at a disadvantage. 
Male workers do not take child care leave. Women who take child care 
leave are thought to retire. In a bank, when women who take child care 
come back to office, they go down in lowest rank of assessment by 
employer. This bank was awarded “a prize for family friendly”. It is true 
story. 

Second. It is true that contingent workers do not draw seniority wage. 
But contingent young workers hope to be permanent workers and to draw 
seniority wage,  not to abolish seniority wage. At this point, The second 
group’s opinion that abolishing seniority wage do not take contingent 
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workers side and do not encourage them. 
Third, there is a something funny. Most specialists belonging to the 

second, like other specialists, are university professors. In fact they draw 
seniority wages. They do not be assessed by the university. And wage 
differential between men and women are nothing or most minimum in their 
enjoying seniority wage. There are other examples. Workers engaging in 
education, public servants, and editors in big publishers draw seniority 
wages. 

 
An essential frame work of Densan wage system remained 1970s oil 

shock or, in a sense, as late as 1990s. So seniority wage has drawn fire from 
neo-liberalists and labour economists including left wing, liberal, apolitical, 
and gender advocator from the second half of the 1990s to today. But 
Japanese seniority wage system leaves much room for further 
improvement. 

 
Individualisation of wage (in French, individualsation du salaire) is 

universal today (for example, pay for performance). But it has been 
employers’ aim from beginning of capitalism for breaking up workers 
solidarity. I think that seniority wage is universal custom because 
employers’ demand for individualisation of wage is universal custom. 

 
So seniority is the regulation for labour market and it has an essence 

which deals with all employees equally, including men and women, 
permanent and contingent. 

Seniority have not made wage differential among workers, but wakening 
or deforming seniority have made it. Accordingly, I think, strengthening 
seniority is the task for all workers and permanent workers vs. contingent 
workers problem is a false one.  

About this point, there is a interesting story. ILO’s report on wage 
differential between men and women in Japan on1992 recommended that 
women workers should be given “seniority credits”. But, as I said, in Japan, 
the thought that seniority is the cause of wage differential between men and 
women, the report have not almost known, read and used for correcting 
wage differential. 
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Paul Krugman says, in The conscience of a Liberal, that the increasing of 
minimum wage and the revitalizing of labour movement is needed for 
reducing market inequality produced by neo-liberalism. I will agree to this. 
But I fear the revitalizing of labour movement is not sufficient. 

Neo-liberalism may suggest, at least in Japan, the trade unionism, 
however it is strong, cannot beat the neo-liberalism by oneself.  

In Japan, Prime Minister Nakasone was the first prime minister to 
precede neo-liberalism. What he did was to privatise National Rail Way on 
1987. Later he answered interview in TV show that purpose of the 
privatisation was to diminish labour movement by destroy National Rail 

Way Union(国労 KOKURO). 

 “Death by overwork” and “suicide by overwork” is becoming other 
social problems. These problems appeared when company union has 
became weaker and did not conduct strike any more after 1975. In 1980s,  
National Rail Way Union was the strongest trade unionism. And Prime 
Minister Nakasone destroyed Union with purpose.1047 member of Labour 
Union of National Rail Way have accused about discrimination of 
employment today.  

Their assertion is of course right and reasonable. But this case suggests, I 
fear, that trade unionism cannot win an ordinary citizen around. If labour 
movement has interest in only its own interests, it cannot help but stand 
alone. I think winning an ordinary citizen around is indispensable to beat 
neo-liberalism. The film about dock workers in Liverpool by director Ken 
Loach may be the same story of National Rail Way Union in Japan. 

 
As the response to neo-liberalism, I hear, in America, social movement 

unionism has appeared who try to realize social justice. And on 1995, in 
France, a movement of unemployed person has appeared. Pierre Bourdieu 
referred to it and admitted the possibility of new labour movement which 
presents a common front with citizen against neo-liberalism. 

If I use the term “social movement unionism”, there has been social 
movement unionism in Japan after World War II. Labour movement in 
Japan struggled for world peace and democracy. For examples, insisting 
unarmed neutrality, protecting the constitution which declares 
demilitarization, and facing education problems, social welfare, and 
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pollution problems, etc. Eric Hobsbawm said in Labouring Men that labour 
movement in Japan is a “possible exception” comparing England and 
France. 

 
These labour movements which try to realize social justice have ethics 

and moral, so they have the possibility to get hegemony over citizen and 
nation, then they will join with them. And of course strengthening seniority 
for all workers not only for permanent workers, male workers, union 
members means realizing social justice. 

 


